PRESS RELEASE –CHILE – NEW PARTNERSHIP WITH TODO HUINCHA
Temuco, Schötz, October 2018

With great pleasure, we announce the ISELI agency for Chile has been assigned to TODO HUINCHA. TODO
HUINCHA will be the official dealer for ISELI products in Chile from January 2019. TODO HUINCHA is using
ISELI equipment and is building up a wealth of knowledge on the benefits of ISELI Machinery.
About TODO HUINCHA
TODO HUINCHA is located in Temuco, Chile. We have more than twenty years of experience in the blade
solutions industry. We import and sell band saw blades for wood and lumber, and also for metal, food and
foam; circular blades for wood; and various supplies for blade sharpening workshops. Our main clients are from
the timber industry, which is very important in Chile.
The company is currently developing and building a new workshop which will feature Iseli state-of-the-art
machines for leveling, tensioning and measuring blades, stellite tipping and swaging, and also side and profile
grinding. The workshop will be completed by March, 2019.
We are a family business run by its founder and his sons. Our goal is to provide a fast and reliable service of
excellence and we aim to be the national leader in the market.
About ISELI
Iseli, based in the Swiss city of Schötz, is proud of more than 70 years of tradition and know-how in the
sharpening and processing of band-, gang-, and circular- saw blades. Its constant dialogue with its customers
enables ISELI to develop sharpening machines and solutions, setting world standards for the industry.
Furthermore, ISELI offers innovative and practical solutions for rational stelliting , swaging and measuring of
band- and circular saw blades, as well as for the sharpening of industrial blades, chainsaws and hand tools.
As a traditional family operated business in the third generation, ISELI develops products with the latest
technologies combined with excellent engineering - Made in Switzerland.
The focus remains on economic and ecological requirements.
ISELI keeps its reputation to be the first choice for sharpening room optimization and solutions and became a
world leader. ISELI’s strength next to innovation and quality, - is project planning and support of complex and
challenging projects for individual and practice- oriented sharpening room solutions. The ability to advice,
optimize and support equipment modernization sets ISELI apart from other manufacturer and closer to its
customers around the globe. If necessary we create solutions individual, based on customer needs!

Please direct your enquiries to Mr Sebastián Muñoz who is coordinating Iseli machinery sales for Chile.
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